Why Version Zeta?
We have named the latest incarnation of
the Assessment Bank as Version Zeta (6th
letter of Greek Alphabet) as it is the 6th
edition of the Assessment Bank, and as
the editions have fallen out of sync with
calendar years, it made sense to have a
new method of naming the new editions.
Each test consists of a series of short
answer and multiple-choice questions. In
the year 7 and 8 tests these are designed
similar to NAPLAN questions, so that they
can be used for preparation for these
tests, but they can also be used in your
normal assessment tasks as well. In year 9
and 10 they are standard multiple-choice
and short answer questions. Sections are
denoted as calculator or non-calculator,
but this can be easily changed if you don't
do non-calculator questions in tests. Most
tests also have longer, connected-answer
questions worth more than 1 mark.

The Mathematics
Assessment Bank
Version Zeta

If you are new to the Mathematics
Assessment Bank or if you already have
an older version, you can upgrade to
Version Zeta for $198.
Purchasers will receive a link to a
Dropbox folder which includes The
Assessment Bank topic tests.

Security Conditions of Use
The purchase of the Assessment Bank covers
usage in one school only. Schools agree to use
the Version Zeta test questions in printed school
assessments, but to in no way identify their
source to students. Printed papers may be
released once marked.
Schools may display Version Zeta questions in
digital form within the school for the purpose of
providing feedback (for example on an electronic
whiteboard) but agree not to release the
questions in digital form to students, either by
way of placing the questions on a website or by
distributing by email, CD or removable drive or
by any other means.
The Past Paper questions may be distributed
digitally, e.g. in a PDF HW sheet. Assignment
etc.
Purchasing schools agree not to distribute any of
the questions in any form to any individual, who
is not employed or enrolled at the school.

Do you?
•

Want to produce quality written
Mathematics Assessment tasks
for your students in years 7 - 10?

•

Struggle to find the time to do
your own quality tasks?

•

End up re-using old tasks or
questions from past papers?

•

Take questions from texts and
change the numbers only to find
they don’t work very well?

•

Take hours trying to set Multiple
choice questions, because they
are quick to mark?
Are you?

•

Disillusioned by online testing
which over-promises and underdelivers?

Let the Maths
Assessment Bank make
life easier for you.
We would all like to have tasks that
include some multiple choice for
quick marking and some written
responses to assess students thought
processes.
So how do you get quality written
tasks that are easy to mark with the
flexibility to choose your own
questions?
The Mathematics Assessment Bank
has over 7000 short answer and
multiple choice questions and
hundreds of marks in longer
response questions which cover
every topic in the Australian
Syllabus for years 7-10.

The Mathematics Assessment Bank
update gives you 60 topic tests
which can be used as they are, or
easily cut and pasted to create
customised tests and exams. You
also receive the previous three sets
of tests to use for revision sheets,
homework sheets and practice tests.

Mathematics Assessment
Bank
Version Zeta
New purchase or update of an earlier
purchase
Version Zeta update to the Assessment Bank
A one off payment of $198.

We also provide you with templates
to do all this.
We only provide the tests to schools,
so the chance of your students
having seen the questions before is
minimal compared to past papers or
questions from textbooks.
Email or fax your order to the contacts listed and
we will send a tax invoice along with the delivery
instructions for your order.
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